Zack Armington X Lambsie Divey 

In the Summer Days Universe City of Honolulu, Hawaii it was busy, while they enjoying the beach and weather. A Female Lamb was Enjoying the beach while wearing a Bikini, panties and Slippers for the Beach. As she was enjoying the ocean. A Male Squirrel came to the beach with  a Cooler of Kool-Aid, and a Folding Chair. As he set it down and then began to watch the sunset. Then he saw a Female Lamb while blushing to her and then decide to say hi. 

Zack: Hello there 

Female Lamb turn to Zack as she smiles to him and wave too. 

Female Lamb: Hello there and what is your name? 

Zack: Zack Armington What yours cutie’y? 

Female Lamb: Lambsie Divey. 

AS she smiles to him while putting sun lotion on her arm and body. Then looking at him too and was smiling more. 

Lambsie: Mind you rub my back please and can tell me about Hawaii since this is my first time Vacationg here.

Zack: Sure I will do that and tell you. 

Then Lambsie turn on her chest as Zack rubbing the sun lotion on his paws, then began to rubbing her back as she murring to this while smiles and Zack began to talk.

Zack: Well there a lot of fun things do in Hawaii, like the helicopter ride to the volcano, Surfing, enjoy a Hawaii native dance with dinner, shopping and visiting other Hawaii Islands too. 

Lambsie: Wow that fun and since I am staying in a hotel all alone, mind taking me to these sites too and are you nice to girls? 

Zack: Sure, I am nice to any girls I don’t hurt them and why? 

Lambsie: Well the last Boy I ask to take me out on a date. Well he hurt me and my friend just kick his butt. You know Fernando do protect me agents anyone who want to hurt me. 

Zack: Lambs I protest that I won’t hurt you or let anyone Hurt you. I promest. 

Lambsie: Thanks and I am happy now. 

Zack: Your welcome 

*
Then they went on Helicopter ride to the volcano as they taking picture and see it erupted. Lambsie was sacred but happy now. As Zack smiles and telling her it all right. Then they went to do surfing as Zack teaching her how to surf while she was getting the hang of it, then they went to Alula Dinner as the Dancers were performing as Zack, Lambsie enjoying dinner while they were eating and looking at each other as they enjoy the dancers. 

Then after that Zack take Lambsie back to her hotel as she smiles and kiss him too. 

Lambsie: Well I enjoy it Zack and dinner with dancing was great. Well that Stage 1 you got my trust. Stage 2 I want to see you protect me and if you do then you will get a reward. 

Zack: Ok 

Lambsie: Well I will see you tomorrow Zack bye. 

Zack: Bye Lamsbie. 

Then she close her door as Zack heading home as he getting close to Lasmbie. 

Part 2 will continue.
